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Abstract. This paper introduces condition/event (C/E) systems as a class of continuous-time discrete event dynamic 
systems (DEDS) with two types of discrete-valued input and output signals: condition signals and event signals. 
In applications such as discrete control, C/E systems provide an intuitive continuous-time modeling framework 
amenable to block diagram representation. In this paper we consider C/E systems with discrete state realizations, 
and study the relationship between continuous-time C/E systems and untimed models of their sequential input- 
output behavior called C/E languages. We show that C/E systems with discrete state realizations are necessarily 
time-change invariant (Theorem 3.t), which means the ensemble of admissible continuous-time input-output behav- 
iors is completely characterized by the C/E language for the system (Theorem 4.1). It is also shown that deter- 
ministic C/E systems with discrete state realizations are necessarily discrete-time (clocked) systems (Corollary 
3.1), and that finite discrete state realizations exist for a C/E system only if its related C/E language has a finite 
state generator (Theorem 4.2). Finally, we develop equivalent discrete-state realizations for C/E systems resulting 
from cascade and feedback interconnections. The paper concludes with a discussion of several directions for 
future research. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

It is often observed  that there are two kinds of  mathemat ica l  models  for discrete event 

dynamic  systems (DEDS) :  logical o r  un t imed models  that character ize  only the o rder  in 

which events occur,  and t imed models  which include the t imes  at which events occur. Un-  

t imed models  are useful for analyzing qualitative properties such as liveness and sequencing 

conditions.  T imed  models  are used for quantitative pe r fo rmance  analysis and verif icat ion 

o f  real - t ime propert ies .  In this paper  we introduce a class o f  cont inuous- t ime D E D S  cal led 

condition/event systems (C/E  systems) ~ and consider  propert ies  o f  C / E  systems for which 

the internal system dynamics  can be mode led  in terms of  a discrete state space. We show 

that the ensemble  of  admissible input-output behaviors  for a C /E  system with a continuous- 

t ime discrete state real izat ion can be comple te ly  character ized by an unt imed mode l  of  the 

system's sequential behavior  called the C/E language. We also develop discrete state realiza- 

tions for cascade and feedback interconnect ions  o f  C / E  systems. 

*Please direct correspondence concerning this paper to B.H. Krogh at the above address. 
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There are two classes of input and output signals for a C/E system: condition signals, 
which are piecewise constant signals taking on values in a finite set of conditions; and 
event signals, which are null except at discrete points in time at which they assume a value 
in a finite set of events. In block diagrams for C/E systems, signal flow lines carrying event 
signals are distinguished from signal flow lines carrying condition signals by the symbol 
I B ' ~ '  the standard symbol for interrupt signals in real-time control-flow diagrams 

ennett 1988] (see Figure 1). When the internal dynamics of C/E systems are modeled 
by a discrete state realization (defined in Section 3), state transitions can be inhibited or 
enabled by the input condition signal and "forced" by the input event signal. The value 
of the output condition signal is a function of the system state and input condition signal, 
while the ouptut events are a function of state transitions and input events. The state trajec- 
tory is a condition signal. 

The primary motivation for introducing C/E systems is to model interconnected DEDS 
with continuous-time input and output signals. In applications such as discrete control, 
condition and event signals characterize the flow of information between subsystems. Discrete 
sensor values, for example, are piecewise constant condition signals, whereas interrupts, 
clocks, and event triggers are naturally modeled as event signals. Condition and event signals 
are also useful for representing the causal interactions between physical components of 
a discrete control system. This is illustrated by the portion of a conveyor system shown 
in Figure 2, which transports van bodies through an automated painting facility? In this 
system, van bodies arrive on skids and are held in place on the conveyor by a stop until 
they are ready to be painted (Figure 2a). The stop is then lowered and the van advances 
to grounding bars (Figure 2b). To push the skid onto the grounding bars, the stop is raised 
and the pusher is extended (Figure 2c). Another pusher is used to move the van off the 
grounding bars (not shown). 

To model the conveyor system in Figure 2, it is most convenient to model the pusher 
and stop separately from the motion of the van body skid on the conveyor, and then com- 
bine the models to represent the complete system. Figure 3 illustrates a C/E block diagram 
of these coupled physical systems. The stop and pusher motions can be controlled indepen- 
dently of the van body skid position, as indicated by the control input signal which triggers 
transitions in the state of the stop/pusher system. The motion of the van body skid is affected 
by the stop and pusher in two distinct ways, as indicated by the condition and event signals 

u(t) 

v(t) 

Condition/Event 
System 

Condition signal flow lines: 

Event signal flow lines: 

Figure l. Basic input/output signal flow for a C/E system. 

I ~ y(t) 

I--~ z(t) 
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_~ ~up/down 

stop/pusher ~ 
retract/extend 

a. Van body conveyor system: skid held in place by stop. 

b .  Van body skid advanced to grounding bars. 

c. Van body skid pushed onto grounding bars. 

lY~gure 2. Portion of a van body conveyor system (modified from Krogh and Ekberg [1987]). 

from the stop/pusher system to the van body skid model. When the van enters the system 
on the conveyor, it wilt either continue to the grounding bars if the stop is down, or be 
held in place if the stop is up. Thus, the skid motion at the point of the stop depends on 
the state of the stop (a condition), which is communicated between the subsystem models 
in Figure 3 as a condition signal. 
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control 
input 

stop/pusher 

stop 
up/down J 

extend 

van body skid 
van position 

Figure 3. Interconnected C/E system blocks for the van body conveyor system. 

At the grounding bars, the skid slides up onto the grounding bars when the stop is up 
(a condition) and the pusher extends (a transition in the state of the pusher). Thus, the 
transition in the van position from being stopped at the grounding bars to resting on the 
grounding bars is caused by the event of extending the pusher, which is conveyed at the 
event signal in Figure 3. Note that the causality in the conveyor system model is unidirec- 
tional, from the stop/pusher to the van body skid; the stop can be raised and lowered and 
the pusher can be extended and retracted independent of the state of the van body skid. 
Furthermore, it is most natural to describe the dynamics of the conveyor system in con- 
tinuous time since there are no physical "clocks" that determine when the state transitions 
and events can occur. C/E systems provided an intuitive modeling formalism for represent- 
ing the discrete event dynamics of these types of interconnected physical systems. 

A mixture of condition and event signals has also arisen in models of interconnected 
systems in the DEDS literature. This is illustrated by the interconnections between plants 
and supervisors defined by Ramadge and Wonham [1989]. Although Ramadge and Wonham 
use untimed discrete models (namely, formal languages and automata), a continuous-time 
description of the signal flow in their systems requires both condition and event signals. 
For example, Figure 4 illustrates the signal flow in the supervisory control structure pro- 
posed in Ramadge and Wonham [1987a] where events (state transitions) in the plant force 
simultaneous state transitions in the supervisor. Thus, an event signal flows from the plant 
to the supervisor in the C/E system model of this scheme while the supervisor controls 
the plant by a condition signal which enables and disables state transitions in the plant. 
In another paper, Ramadge and Wonham [1987b] introduce a different supervisor structure 
that generates control inputs based on the state of the plant. This feedback system is illus- 
trated in Figure 5 where the plant state is fed back as a condition signal to the supervisor 
which simply maps the current state into the control input signal. 

As illustrated by the examples above, continuous-time C/E systems allow one to model 
interconnected DEDS systems in which condition signal transitions and events occur asyn- 
chronously. A "clock" does not have to be introduced to identify event times, and synchro- 
nous events do not have to be identified while the subsystem models are being constructed: 
appropriate input and output signals can enforce synchronization specifications when the 
subsystems are connected. We believe that for many applications this is a more natural 
and intuitive modeling framework than those offered by strictly discrete formalisms such 
as automata, formal languages, and trace theory. Moreover, the basic C/E models introduced 
in this paper can be augmented with continuous state variables and probability distributions 
to model features of the real-time system behavior for quantitative performance analysis. 
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Figure 4. Signal flow for the supervisory controller proposed in Ramadge and Wonham [1987@ 
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Figure 5. Signal flow for the supervisory controller proposed in Ramadge and Wonham [1987b]. 

In the present paper, however, we are interested in characterizing qualitative properties 
of the entire ensembIe of admissible input-output behaviors for C/E systems. In particular, 
we consider properties of interconected C/E systems with discrete state realizations, and 
investigate some of the relationships between the continuous-time C/E models and the asso- 
ciated C/E language models which characterize the admissible orderings of input and out- 
put condition transitions and events independent of time. 

In the following sexztion we define C/E signals and systems, and define basic properties 
such as causality, time-change invariance, determinism, and discrete-time systems. In Sec- 
tion 3 we consider C/E systems with discrete state realizations. These C/E systems are 
causal, time-change invariant, and spontaneous in the sense that output events cannot be 
forced by transitions in the input condition signal. Section 4 concerns C/E languages. Based 
on the properties of C/E languages, we show that afinite state realization exists for a C/E 
system only if its related C/E language has a finite state generator. This provides a basis 
(in Section 5) for evaluating the equivalence of finite state C/E systems, a problem that 
is potentially undecidabte in the infinite state case. In Section 6, we construct discrete state 
realizations for C/E systems resulting from cascade and feedback interconnections. The 
concluding section summarizes the results presented in this paper and discusses several 
directions for future research. 
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2. Condition/Event Signals and Systems 

C/E systems are defined in terms of an input-output description based on the following 
two classes of signals. 

DEFIYITION 2.1 (Condition Signals). Given a nonempty countable set X and an initial time 
to E R, a function x: [to, ~ )  ~ X i s  a condition signal over X o n  [to, ~ )  if x(o) is right 
continuous with limits from the left. The set of  all condition signals over X on [to, co) 
is denoted by C(X, to). 

DEFINITION 2.2 (Event Signals). Given a nonempty countable set X, a null symbol 7 ~ X, 
and an initial time to E R, a function x: [to, ~ )  ~ X U {7} is an event signal over X 
on [to, ~ )  if X(to) = 7, and for any finite interval It1, t2] c [to, oo) the set {t E [tl, t2] I 
x(t) ;e 7} is finite. The set of all event signals over X on [to, oo) is denoted by E(X, to). 

Throughout the paper we use the null symbol 7 introduced in the definition of event 
signals to represent a null value which is not in any set of condition or event symbols. 
Given a countable set X, we define the notation X + := X U {7}. 

In the definition of condition signals, and throughout the paper, right continuity is defined 
with respect to the discrete topology for countable sets in which all singleton sets are open 
sets. It is easily shown that condition signals have a finite number  of discontinuities on 
a finite interval. Condition signals correspond to R-functions in cadlag processes in the 
theory of discontinuous stochastic processes, such as continuous-time Markov chains [Rogers 
and Williams 1987]. In the stochastic theory, the set of functions that are not cadlag has 
probability measure zero. Although we do not introduce probability measures in this paper, 
we do not consider condition signals with an infinite number of  discontinuities on a finite 
interval because of the lack of a practical motivation for considering such signals and the 
technical difficulties they would introduce. The theory of C/E systems with infinite switch- 
ing rate is a topic for future research. 

Event signals represent discrete event phenomena simlar to point processes in stochastic 
settings. We do not consider event signals with an infinite number of events on a finite 
interval. This is similar to the assumption that the event sequences are nonexplosive in 
the theory of generalized semi-Markov processes [Glynn 1989]. While the number of dis- 
continuities in condition and event signals is always finite (but possibly unbounded) on 
any finite interval, they can have an infinite number of  discontinuities on the infinite inter- 
val [to, oo). As we shall see in Section 4, including such infinite behavior leads to (infinite- 
length) sequences as well as (finite-length) strings in the language representation of a C/E 
system. 

We now introduce the input-output of a C/E system. 

DEFINITION 2.3 (C/ESystem). Given finite, disjoint sets U, F, Y, Z, and initial time to E R, 
a condition~event system S on [to, oo) with input conditions U, input events' F, output condi- 
tions F, and output events Z is a mapping S: C(U, to) × E ( K  to) --" 2 c(Y't°)xE(z't°) such 
that for each input (u("), v(')) E C(U, to) × E(V, to) there exists at least one output (y(.), 
z(*)) E C(Y, to) × E(Z, to) such that (y(o), z(°)) E S(u(°), v(.)). 
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For brevity and simplicity of presentation, the sets U, V, Y, Z and the initial time to will 
be assumed and invoked as needed when a general C/E system S is being discussed. In 
words, a C/E systern identifies a set of output signals with each input signal. Thus, C/E 
systems are in general nondeterministic. In applications, nondeterminism in a C/E system 
could reflect a nondeterminism in the admissible sequences of  output condition transitions 
and events for given input signals. Even when the event and transition sequences are deter- 
ministic, however, the C/E system model could be nondeterministic if the exact times of 
the events and transitions are not known a priori. For example, the sequences of events 
for the normal operation of the conveyor system in Figure 2 might be deterministic, but 
the continuous-time C/E system model would be nondeterministic if the speed of the con- 
veyor and the arrival times for van body skids are not known precisely. 

We conclude this section by defining qualitative properties that characterize useful classes 
of C/E systems. 

DEFINITION 2.4 (Causality). A C/E system S is said to be causal if for any two inputs 
(bli(*), Vi(*)) E C(U, to) X E(V, to), i = 1, 2, such that (u,(t), v,(t)) = (ua(t), v2(t)) for 
all t E [to, t,] for some time tl -> to, then, for each (Yl(*), Zl(')) E S(u2(*), v~(°)), there 
exists (Y2('), z2(')) E S(u2(°), v2(')) such that (y2(t), z2(t)) = (y~(t), z~(t)) for all t E [to, t,]. 

Causality for C/E systems follows the standard definition of causality for nondeterministic 
systems: given two inputs which are equal up to any given point in time, there are outputs 
(for the respective inputs) which are also equal up to the same point in time. 

DEFINITION 2.5 (Time-Change lnvariance). A C/E system S is time-change invariant if 
for any strictly monotonically increasing, continuous function r: [to, ~ ) ~ [to, c~), (y(°), 
z(°)) E S(u(°), v(')) implies (y(r( ' ) ) ,  z(r(°))) E S(u(r(')), v(r(°))). 

Time-change invariance means that equivalence classes for the admissible pairs of input- 
output signals for a C/E system can be identified independent of  the time scale. This is 
a qualitative proper|~, of the ensemble of admissible trajectories for certain classes of non- 
deterministic systems, such as those modeled by homogeneous Markov processes. 

DEFINITION 2.6 (Spontaneity). A causal, time-change invariant C/E system is spontaneous 
if for any (u(*), v(.)) E C(U, to) x E(V, to) and (y(*), z( ' ))  E S(u(*), v(.)) i f  there exists 
a t~ > to such that u(tT) ~ u(q) and z(fi) ~ 7, then there exists an e > 0 and signals 
uc(*) E C(U, to) and yc(°) ~ C(Y, to) such that (y~(°), z(°)) E S(ud°), v(°)), where 

u(0, t < q,  
. o ( t )  = ~ . ( ~ q - ) .  t, _< t < t, + e, 

{. u(t), tt + e -< t, 

and 

(-y(t), t < t~ or t _ t~ + e 

Y~ (t) 
) 

L not determined, t~ -< t < t~ + e. 
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Figure 6 Definition of spontaneity: if (a) can occur, then (b) can occur. 

The definition of spontaneity is illustrated in Figure 6. If an output event occurs simul- 
taneously with a transition in the input condition signal, the same event output could have 
occurred without the simultaneous transition in the input condition signal. We introduce 
the notion of spontaneity to capture the nonforcing nature of condition inputs. For spon- 
taneous C/E systems, the values of the input condition signals can enable or inhibit poten- 
tial output events, but transitions in condition input signals cannot force the occurrence 
of output events. Whenever there is a possibility for simultaneity in input condition signal 
transitions and output events, it is a coincidence: the output event could have occurred 
spontaneously even if the transition in the input condition signal had been delayed. 

Finally, we define two classes of C/E systems corresponding to classes of DEDS systems 
commonly studied in the literature: discrete-time systems and deterministic systems. In 
general, a discrete-time system is a system for which the output behavior can be characterized 
entirely in terms of its signal values at discrete points in time that are determined by some 
external "clock" This motivates the following definition of a class of input signals for 
discrete-time systems. 

DEFINITION 2.7 (Synchronous Input Signals). Given C/E system S with nonempty input 
event set V, an input signal (u(°), v(*)) ~ C(U, to) x E(V, to) is said to be a synchronous 
input signal if for any t E (to, co), u( t - )  ~ u(t) = v(t) ~ ~. 

Transitions in condition signals for synchronous input signals are synchronous with input 
events. For discrete-time systems, these input events serve as the clock for all transitions 
and events that can occur. This idea is made formal by the following definition. 

DEFINITION 2.8 (Discrete-Time C/E Systems). A C/E system S is said to be a discrete-time 
C/E system if the input event set V is nonempty and for any synchronous input signal (u(.), 
v(.)) E C(U, to) × E(V, to) and any output signal (y(.), z(')) E S(u(°), v(-)), the following 
condition is satisfied: for any t ~ (to, oo), y ( t - )  ;~ y(t) or z(t) ;~ ~t implies v(t) ~ ~I. 
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Thus, for a discrete-time C/E system, if the input signal is synchronous (clocked), the 
transitions and events are also clocked. 

DEFINITION 2.9 (Deterministic C/E Systems). A C/E system S is deterministic if for each in- 
put (u(°), v(°)) there exists exactly one output (y(.), z(°)) such that (y(.), z( ')) E S(u(,), v(,)). 

In the following section we show that deterministic C/E systems with discrete state realiza- 
tions are necessarily discrete-time C/E systems, 

3. C/E Models and Discrete State Realizations 

It is seldom practical to define a C/E system explicitly in terms of the set of admissible 
output signals for each input signal. Normally, the input-output mapping implicitly defined 
by C/E models. Furthermore, to study useful properties of C/E systems for applications, 
it is necessary to restrict attention to classes of systems with particular structure or models. 
Formally, we define a C/E model and the related C/E system as follows. 

DEFINITION 3.1 (C/E Model). Given finite sets U, V, Y, Z, a C/E model M is a set of equa- 
tions such that for each input (u('), v(')) E C(U, to) x E(V, to) there exists at least one 
output (y(.), z(')) E C(Y, to) × (Z, to) for whch the equations in M can be satisfied. 

A C/E model M implicitly defines a C/E system, denoted by SM, where Su(u(o ), v(.)) 
is the set of output signals which satisfy the model equations when the input (u(o), v(.)) 
is given. Given a C/E system S, if S = Su for a C/E model M, we refer to M as a realiza- 
tion of S. 

In general, C/E models can involve signals that are not input or output signals, represent- 
ing internal system dynamics. Willems calls such auxiliary signals latent variables [Willems 
1987]. State variables are the most common example of latent variables in systems theory. 
In this section we introduce a particular class of C/E models called discrete state models 
that are defined in terms of the C/E system input-output signals and a state trajectory which 
is a condition signal that takes values in a (possibly infinite) set of discrete states. 

DEHNITION 3.2 (Discrete State Model). Given finite sets U, V, E Z, and an initial time 
to, a discrete state model r~ is a 5-tuple, ~ = (X, f, g, h, x0), where X is a countable 
set of states; f:  X x U x V + ~ {2 x - t3} is the state transition function satisfying 
x E f ( x ,  u, ~), Y x  E X, ¥ u E U; g: X × U -~ Yis the condition output function; h: 
X x X x V + --* Z + is the event output function satisfying h(x, x, ~) = ~7 for all x E X; 
andx0 E Xis the initialstate. An input signal (u(.), v(-)) E C(U, to) x E(V, to), an output 
signal (y(.), z(')) e C(Y, to) x E(Z, to), and a state trajectory x( ')  E C(X, to) satisfy the 
model ~ when X(to) = xo and the following equations are satisfied for all t > to: 

x(t) E f ( x ( t - ) ,  u( t - ) ,  v(t)), 

y(t) = g(x(t), u(t)), 

z(t) = h(x(t-) ,  x(t), v(t)). 
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For brevity in the sequel, elements of the 5-tuple (X,f ,  g, h, xo) will be implied and used 
as needed whenever a discrete state model ~ is being discussed. In general, a discrete state 
model characterizes a nondeterministic system since the state transition function f (o ,  *, *) 
identifies a set of next possible states. This allows the representation of state transitions 
that can occur spontaneously, independent of any external events. For example, in a discrete 
state model of the conveyor system in Figure 2 a transition of  the van body skid from the 
stop position to the grounding bars would occur at some time instant after the stop is lowered, 
but the precise time of transition would not necessarily be triggered by an external input 
signal in the model. 

The condition x E f ( x ,  u, ~7) for all x E X, u E U, is necessary for the state trajectories 
to be condition signals: the system must be able to remain in any state for a finite time 
if there are no event inputs. We note, however, that the model does not guarantee the state 
trajectory solution will be a condition signal; that is, the model does not guarantee there 
will be only a finite number of  switches in the state trajectory on a finite interval. Rather, 
by definition we only consider solutions to the model equations for which the state trajec- 
tories are condition signals. Solutions exhibiting infinite switching rates are a topic of future 
research. 

The output functions, g(-, .),  h(-, °, ") in discrete state models are analogous to output 
functions in state-variable models for continuous systems that permit the direct "feedthrough" 
of input signals. Transitions in the output condition signal can be effected by input condi- 
tion transitions as well as state transitions, and output events can be a result of  input events 
as well as state transitions. The condition h(x, x, 7) = ~/for the event ouptut function im- 
plies that a discrete state model cannot autonomously generate output events without some 
corresponding input event or internaI state transition. 

To demonstrate that discrete state models are in fact C/E models, it is necessary to show 
that given an arbitrary discrete state model ~ and an input (u( ') ,  v(-)) E C(U, to) × E(V, to), 
there exists at least one output (y(°), z(o)) E C(Y, to) x E(Z,  to) and a state trajectory 
x(*) E C(X, to) such that the discrete state model equations are satisfied. This is proved 
as the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.1. Any discrete state model ~ is a C/E model. 

Proof Let (u(o), v(*)) E C(U, to) x E ( E  to) be an input for the discrete state model ~ and 
let to < tl < t2 < • •. be the discontinuity points of u(*) or v(°). I f  there are a finite num- 
ber K of discontinuity points, define tK+l = to, and let tk be undefined for all k > K + 1. 
Sincef(x ,  u, v) ~ 0 for all x E X, u E U, v E V +, there exists a sequence of states, x0, 
xl • • • (of length K + 1 if t/~+l = c~), which satisfy the relations Xk+ 1 E f ( x  k, Uk, Vk+l), for 
k = 0, 1, . . .  (up to K i f  tK+ 1 = c~), where uk = U(tk) and vk = v(tk). The condition sig- 
nal x(°) E C(X, to), defined as x(t) = x~ for tk_ 1 _ t < tk clearly satisfies the state transi- 
tion equation for Z with input (u(°), v(')). Defining the output signals y(t) = g(x(t), u(t)) 
and v(t) = h(x(t-) ,  x(t), v(t))) completes the construction of a complete solution of the 
discrete state model for the given input signal. Therefore, the discrete state model is a C/E 
model. • 
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Given a discrete state model E, S~ denotes the C/E system defined by the model. Alter- 
natively, if a C/E system S is equal to Sz for some discrete state model E, then E will 
be referred to as a discrete state realization of the C/E system S. Theorem 3.1 establishes 
three properties of C/E systems with discrete state realizations. The following lemma is 
used in proving Theorem 3.1. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let 7: [to, w)  ~ [to, oo) be a continuous, strictly monotonically increasing 
function and x(,,) E C(X,  to) for a countable set X. Then x ( 7 ( t - )  = x ( r ( E ) , - ) ,  where 

x ( 7 ( t - ) )  = tim x(r ( t  - e ) ) ,  a n d  x ( 7 ( t ) - )  = l i r a  x(7( t )  - e). 
e~O e~O 

Proof  We must show that 

lim x(r( t  - e ) )  = l i r a  x(r ( t )  - e). 
e--+0 e~O 

Given t '  E (to, ~ ) ,  let 7 '  = 7(t'). Since 

x( ' )  E C(X,  to), lira x(7'  - e) = x ( 7 ' - )  
e-~ O 

is well defined. Moreover, ] a 61 > 0 such that x(t) = x ( r ' - ) ,  Vt E ( r '  - 61, 7'). By 
continuity of r( . ) ,  3 a e~ > 0 such that tr(t) - 7'1 < 61, v t ~  (t '  - el, t ').  Furthermore, 
monotonicity of 7(°) implies 7(0 E ( r '  -- 61, r ') ,  Yt E ( t '  - el, t ' ) .  Therefore, x(r( t '  - e)) 
= x (7 ' - ) ,  Ve such that 0 < e <_ el, proving the lemma. I I  

'I~EOREM 3.1. I f  a C/E system S has a discrete state realization Z, then S is causal, time- 
change invariant, and spontaneous. 

Proof" Causality: Let (ul(o), vl( ' ))  and (us(°), v2(°)) be two inputs for S such that for some 
tl > to,  

ul(t) = uz(t) and vl(t) = v2(t), Vt E [to, q], 

and suppose (ul(*), Vl(')), (Y1('), zl( ' )) ,  and xl(°) solve the equations of E. Now, let x~(°) 
be a signal in C(X,  to) such that 

( i )  x2(t) = x l ( t )  Y t  ~ [ to ,  h ] ;  and 
(ii) x2(t) E f ( x z ( t - ) ,  u z ( t - ) ,  v2(t)) v t  E Its, w ) .  

Such a state trajectory exists since for any x~(°) satisfying (i), 

f ( x l ( t - ) ,  ul(t--),  vl(t)) = f ( x 2 ( t - ) ,  u2(t-) ,  vz(t)) Vt E [to, h], 

and (ii) can be satisfied since f ( - ,  °, *) ~ 0 for any values of its arguments. Defining 
the output signal (Yz(*), z2(*)) 
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y2(t) = g(x2(t), uz(t)) Vt E [to, co), 

Zz(t) = h(x2( t - ) ,  x2(t), v2(t)) Vt E [to, oo), 

then (u2(o), v2(')), (Y2(°), z2(°)), and x2(') satisfy the discrete state model ~, with 

y2(t) = yl(t)  and z2(t) = z~(t) ¥t  E [to, tl]. 

Hence, S is causal. 

Time-change Invariance: Let (u( ') ,  v(')), (y(.), z(*)), and x ( ' )  solve the equations of ~. 
Then ¥t  E [to, co) we have 

x(t) E f ( x ( t - ) ,  u ( t - ) ,  v(t)), 

y(t) = g(x(t),  u(t)), 

z(t) = h(x(t -~), x(t) ,  v(t)). 

Let ~-: [to, ~ )  ~ [to, c~), be a continuous, strictly monotone increasing function. Then 
¥t  E [to, c~) we have 

x('r(t)) E f ( x ( 7 ( t ) - ) ,  u ( r ( t ) - ) ,  v(T)), 

y(~r(t)) = g(x(r(t)) ,  u(r(t))),  

Z(Z(t)) = h(x(r ( t ) -  ), x(r(t) ), v('c(t))). 

We know that x ( r ( t -  )) = x(-c(t)- ), by Lemma 3.2. So, Vt ~ [to, oo), 

x(-c(t)) E f ( x ( r ( t - ) ) ,  u ( r ( t - ) ) ,  v(r(t)(t))),  

y(r(t))  = g(x(r(t)) ,  u('c(t))), 

z(r(t)) = h (x ( r ( t - ) ) ,  x(z(t)) ,  v(T(t))). 

This implies that (u(r(°)), v(r(*))), (y(r(°)), z(r(*))) and x(~'(*)) solve the equations of E. 
Hence S is time-change invariant. 

Spontaneity: Let (u(*), v(°)), (y('), z(o)), and x(°) solve the equations of E and suppose 
z(tl) ~ ~7 and u( t~)  ~ u(tl) for some tl E (to, co). We know that there exists an e > 0 
such that x(t) = x(q) ,  Vt E [fi, q + e), and v(t) = 7, ¥t E (q, q + e). This implies that 
z(t) = ~, Yt  E (q, q + e). Now, consider the functions u~(°) and y~(°): 
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(-u(t), 
uo(t) = ~ u ( t ; ) ,  

Lu(O, 

y,(t) = i Fy(t)'  

~..g(x~(h), 

t < h ,  

t 1 <<. [ < t 1 + 6, 

t I + ~ <_ t, 

t < t ~ o r t  _> q + e, 

u~(q)) ,  t l  <- t < t + e. 

Since x(h) E f(x(t? ), u(t; ), v(q)) and x(q) E f (x(h) ,  u, n), Vu E U, we know that (u~(*), 
v(')), (y~(o), z(e)), and x(*) solve the equations of ~. Hence S is spontaneous. II  

One implication of Theorem 3.1 is that since C/E systems with discrete state realizations 
are necessarily time-change invariant, any inherent time dependence in a system behavior 
(that is, time dependence that is not due to input signals, including clocks) necessarily 
requires nondiscrete states, i.e., states with continuous components. For example, C/E 
systems that exhibit fixed delays in the internal dynamics must have continuous state vari- 
ables, representing the residence time in a particular discrete "state." 

We conclude this section with a corollary to Theorem 3.1, which characterizes the nature 
of deterministic C/E systems with discrete state realizations. 

COROLLARY 3.1. If S is a deterministic C/E system with a discrete state realization E, then 
S is a discrete-time C/E system. 

Proof We establish this corollary by" contradiction. Let S be a deterministic C/E system 
with a discrete state realization that is not a discrete-time C/E system. Then one of the 
following conditions must be true for any synchronous input signal (u( ') ,  v(*)) ~ C(U, to) 
x E(V, to): 

(i) 3tl E (to, ~ ) ,  such that y(t{) ¢ y(tl) and v(h) = 7; or 
(ii) ?t~ E (to, ~ ) ,  such that z(h) ~ ~ and v(q) = ~. 

Either case would necessarily imply that x(t? ) ~ x(h), which in turn implies that there 
exists an e > O such that x(t) = x(h), u(t) = u(h), v(t) = ~/, Vt ~ [fi, t~ + e). Since 
x E f (x ,  u, ~), Vx E X, qu E U, the functions (u '(.), v '( .)),  (y '( .) ,  z ' ( ' ) ) ,  and x ' ( . )  solve 
the equations of E, where 

(-x(t), 
x'(t) = ~ x ( t ? ) ,  

~x(t), 

¥t E [to, tl), 
Vt E [h, tl + el), 
¥t  E [tl + q ,  ~) ,  

( -y ( t ) ,  
y'(t) = j y(ti-), 

LY( t ) ,  

Vt E [to, tl), 
Yt E [tl, tl + el), 
Vt E [ta + el, c~), 
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~-z(t), 
z'(t) = ~h(x( t ; ) ,  x(tO, r/), 

L z ( t ) ,  

Vt E [to, t~ + el), 
t = t z + Ez, 
Vt ~ [q + el, Oo), 

and el < e. But this would imply that the C/E system S is not deterministic, which is a 
contradiction. • 

4. C/E  Languages  

Since C/E systems are continuous-time systems with discrete-valued signals, it is of interest 
to determine the extent to which properties of C/E systems can be studied in a purely discrete 
framework. Toward that end we introduce the following notation and definitions. For a 
finite set X, let C/E(X, to) denote either C(X, to) or E(X, to) where the context will indicate 
whether we are considering condition or event signals over X. For x(-) E C/E(X, to), let 
tk[x(-)] denote the kth point of  discontinuity for x(°) on (to, co), k = 1, 2, . . . ,  with 
to[X(*)] = to. If  x(*) has a total of K < co discontinuities, tk[x(* )] is undefined for k > K. 
Also, for a finite set X, X* denotes the collection of all nonempty strings of  elements in 
X, X ~ denotes the set of  all sequences of elements in X, and X # :=  X* U X ~. 

DI~CrlON 4.1 (Discrete Projection). Given a finite set X, the discrete projection Pr: 
C/E(X, to) ~ X # is defined for each x(*) ~ C/E(X, to) as the string or sequence Pr(x(°)) 
= aoa~ . . . .  where, for k = 0, 1, . . . ,  if 0,[x(.)] is defined, a~ = X(tk[X(*)]); otherwise 
ak is undefined. 

In words, the discrete projection Pr(x(*)) is the string or sequence of values of the condi- 
tion or event signal x(*) at its points of discontinuity. We extend the discrete projection 
to 4-tuples of input-output condition/event signals as follows. Given finite sets U, V, Y, Z, 
and an initial time to, let s(*) = (u(°), v(.), y(*), z(*)) ~ C(U, to) X E(V, to) x C(Y, to) 
× E(Z, to). Then Pr(s(°)) ~ (U × V + × Y × Z+)  #, where Pr(s(°)) records the values 
of u(°), v(°), y(°), z(o) whenever a discontinuity occurs in any of the four functions. Using 
the discrete projection as defined above, we define the C/E language for a C/E system as 
follows. 

DEFINITION 4.2 (C/E Language). Given a C/E system S, the C/E language for the system 
S, denoted by L s ~ (U x V + x Y x Z+)  #, is given by 

Ls = {Pr(s(o)) Is(o) = (u(-),  v(-), y(°), z( ' ))  

C(U, to) × E(V, to) × C(Y, to) × E(Z, to), 

and (y(*), z(°))) 6 S(u(°), v(°))}. 

C/E languages are similar to the behaviors of discrete systems defined by Willems [1987], 
providing a characterization of all possible orderings of condition transitions and events 
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in the input and output signals. The C/E language for a C/E system admits strict concurrency 
in the input-output signal transitions and events. The representation of strict concurrency 
in trace and formal language models has been considered in Inan [1989], and Golaszewski 
and Ramadge [1987]. On advantage of the C/E framework is that when building a C/E model 
there is no need to use the same labels for input and output events that are simultaneous. 
Indeed, determining the possibility of  strict concurrency may be an issue for analysis after 
the model is built. 

Since all possible input signals are admissible for a C/E system, including signals with 
an infinite number of discontinuities, the associated C/E language necessarily contains se- 
quences. On the other hand, when there are not an infinite number of input signal discon- 
tinuities, the fact that: x E f ( x ,  u, r/), for all x E X and u ~ U implies that systems with 
discrete state realizatitons can remain in a given state indefinitely following the last input 
signal transition or event. Hence, the C/E language of a C/E system with a discrete state 
realization will always contain strings as well as sequences. Note also that the empty or 
null string, denoted by e, is not included in a C/E language. 

We now consider the relationship between the admissible continuous-time behaviors for 
a C/E system and the unfimed model of its sequential behavior given by its C/E language. 
Letting pr - l :  (U × V + × Y × Z+)  # ~ 2 c(U't°)xE(v't°)xC(Y't°)xE(z't°) denote the inverse map- 

ping of the discrete projection, we have the following general result for time-change invari- 
ant C/E systems. 

THEOREM 4.1. Given a C/E system S with C/E language Ls, S is time-change invariant if 
and only if Pr- l(Ls)  = {(u(-), v(-), y(°), z(°)) I(y(°), z( '))  E S(u(°),  v(*))}. 

Proof  Only I f  Suppose S is time-change invariant. Since {(u(*), v(*), y(*), z(.))l(y(°),  
z(°)) E S(u(°) ,  v(°))} c pr-t(Ls),  it must be shown that pr- l(Ls)  _ {(u(°), v(°), y(°), 
z(*)) ] (y(°), z(°)) ~ S(u(°),  v(°))}. For any w(-) = (u(*), v(°), y(°), z(°)) E pr-l(Ls)  there 
must exist co E Ls such that Pr(w(o)) = a~. Since co E L s, there also exist an s(°) = (u '(°), 
v'(,,), y'(°),  z '(°)) such that Pr(s(°)) = co = aoCq . . .  and (y'(°), z'(°)) ~ S(u'(o),  v'(°)).  
Thus, for k = 0, 1 . . . .  , S(tk[S(')]) = w(tk[w(°)]) = ak. Let ak = tk[S(*)] and bk = 
tk[w(*)]. Define the continuous, strictly monotonically increasing function r(°) by 

~ b k _  1 + (t - ak_l)(b k - bk_l) /(a k -- ak_1) forak_  1 <<_ t < ak, 
?'(t) 

1 
~ t - a k + b k for t _> ak when a~ is defined and ak+l is undefined. 

Then w(°) = s(r(°)) ,  which implies (y(*), z(°)) E S(u(*), v(°)), since S is time-change in- 
variant. Therefore 

p r - l (Ls )  = {(u(°), v( ') ,  y( ' ) ,  z(°)) I(y(°), z(°)) E S(u( . ) ,  v(°))}. 

I f  Suppose Pr-l(Ls) = {(u('), v('), y(*), z(-)) [ (y(o), z(*)) E S(u( ' ) ,  v(°))}, but S is not 
time-change invariant. If S is not time-change invariant, there exists sl(*) = (ul(°), vl(°), 
3q(*), zl(°)), such that (yl(-), Zl(°)) E S(Ul(°), ~dl(°)) and s2(*) = (u2(°), Vz(°), yz(°), z2(*)) 
E C(U, to) x E ( E  to) x C(Y, to) × E ( E  to) with (y~(°), z2(-)) ¢ S(u2(°), v,_(°)) such that 
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s2(*) = s~(z(*)) for some strictly monotonically increasing, continuous function r: [to, co) 
[to, ~ ) .  Then Pr(sl(*))) = Pr(s2(')) = ~o E Ls. But this implies s2(*) E Pr-l(~0), con- 

tradicting the assumption Pr- l(Ls)  = {(u(*), v(*), y(*), z(°)) [ (y(°), z(*)) E S(u(°), v(*))}. 
Therefore, S is time-change invariant. []  

Theorem 4.1 implies that the ordering of events and condition signal transitions in the 
input-output signals for time-change invariant C/E systems is completely characterized by 
the discrete projections of  the input-output signals. Any signal corresponding to a sequence 
in the C/E language is in fact a valid input-output signal for the C/E systm. Conversely, 
when a C/E system is not time-change invariant, Theorem 4.1 implies that the C/E language 
characterizes continuous-time signals that are not part of  the admissible C/E system behavior. 
Since any C/E system with a discrete state realization is time-change invariant, Theorem 
4.1 implies there is a strong relationship between the qualitative properties of  the C/E lan- 
guage and the continuous-time behavior for a C/E system. 

To explore further the relationship between C/E systems with discrete state realizations 
and C/E languages, we define automata-based models for a language which include both 
strings and sequences as follows. 

DEFINITION 4.3 (Automaton). An automaton G is a 4-tuple G = (Q, 8, A, qo) where Q 
is a finte set of states, A is a finite alphabet, 8: Q × A U {e} ~ 2 Q is a (nondeterministic) 
state transition function, e ~ A is the null character, and qo E Q is the initial state. 

The concept of marked (final) states is not included in the above definition because we 
are interested only in prefix-closed languages; all states in Q can be considered final states 
in our application. The state transition function 6 is nondeterministic and defined to include 
null symbols e ~ A. Strings or sequences are considered to be equivalent if they are the 
same when the null symbols are eliminated, and the length of a string co, denoted by It01, 
is defined as the number of  nonnull characters in o~. Given a language L ~ A ~, we denote 
the set of nonempty strings in by L/. and denote the sequences in L by L/~. An automaton 
provides a finite characterization of the strings and sequences in a language according to 
the following acceptance criteria. 

DEFINITION 4.4 (Strings and Sequences Accepted by an Automaton). Given an alphabet 
A, an automaton G = (Q, 6, A, q0) is said to accept w E A # if 

(i) When o., = E A*, there exists an equivalent string w'  = gla2 . . .  oK E (A U {e})* 
and a finite sequence of states ql . . . . .  qK E Q, such that qi E 6(qi-1, ai), for all 
i = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , K .  

(ii) When w E A ~, there exists an equivalent sequence co' = g~a2 . . .  E (A U {e}) ~° and 
a sequence of states ql, q2 . . . .  E Q such that qi E 8(qi_ 1, ai),  for all i = 1, 2, . . . .  

DEFINITION 4.5 (Generators). Given an alphabet A and a language L ~ A #, an automaton 
G = (Q, 6, A, qo) is said to be a generator for L if oa E L if  and only if co is accepted 
by G. L(G) denotes the (unique) language generated by G. 
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Our definition of the language accepted by an automaton G combines the normal accep- 
tance criteria for languages of strings and sequences when all states are marked states 
[Choueka 1974]. When all states are marked states, the following properties are true for 
a language generated by an automaton G: 

PI :  L(G) is a weak prefix-closed language. That is L(G)/. = /2(G):.,/2(G)/~, c_ L(G):.,  
where I2 denotes the weak prefix closure of the language L (the erupt 5' string e is not 
included in £). 

P2: (L(G)f.) °~ = L(G)/~o, where (L/.) °~ denotes the adherence or limit (cf. Eilenberg 
[1974]; Ramadge [1989]) of the set of strings in a language L. 

P3: If  G~ and G2 are two generators such that L(GI)/. = L(G2)/., then L(G1) = L(G2). 

It can be shown that property PI holds for the C/E language for any C/E system with 
a (possibly infinite) discrete state realization [Sreenivas 1990]. The following theorem estab- 
lishes the relationship between C/E systems with finite discrete state realizations and C/E 
languages with (finite) generators. 

THEOREM 4.2. If  a C/E system S has a finite discrete state realization, then there exists 
a generator for Ls, the C/E language of S. 

Proof Suppose Z = (X, f, g, h, Xo) is a finite state realization for S. We define an auto- 
maton G = (Q, 6, A, qo) as follows: 

Q = x x u u {Xo}, 

A = U X  V ~ x y × Z  +, 

qo = Xo~ 

and the 6: Q x A -* 2 Q function is defined as follows: 

~(qo, o-) ---- ~ °' u) 
if a = (u, 7, g(xo, u), ~1), 

otherwise, 

and 

6((x, u), ~) = {(x', u') # (x, u ) i x '  ~ f ( x ,  u, v'),  y '  = g(x', u') ,  and z '  = h(x, x ' ,  v') 

where cr = (u' ,  v',  y ' ,  z ' )}.  

We note that by the definition of 6, if q = (x, u) ~ 6(q ', a) for some q '  ~ Q, then ~ = (u, v, 
g(x, u), z) since y = g(x, u). Following this observation we extend 6: Q x A --, 2 Q to 
a state transition function 6':  Q × (A U {e}) - '  2 Q as follows: 
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6'(q, a) = 

~-6(q, a) 

6(q, a ' )  

, 0  

i f  a ;~ e and 
if  q = (x, u) and a ~ (u, rl, g(x,  u),  rl) , 

i f q  = ( x , u ) ,  a = 6, and 
a '  = (u, rl, g(x,  u), ~), 

otherwise. 

Defining G '  = (Q, 6', A, qo), we claim G '  is a generator for Ls. To prove this assertion, 
we first show that L(G ' )  c_ Ls. Suppose G '  accepts a string or sequence w' = a;a~ . . . ,  

where a[ = (u~, v[, y[, z~) and let qo, ql,  q2 . . . .  be a finite or infinite sequence of  states 
(depending on whether co' is a string or a sequence, respectively) in G '  that accepts co'. 

For  k = 1, 2, . . . ,  let qk = (xk, Uk). Let x(°) be a function of  time such that x(t)  = x k 

forto + k - 1 _< t < to + k(note tha tXl  = xo always). I f  the sequence of states qo, ql, . . -  
is of finite length K + 1, define xk = xK, a~ = ok,  Vk > K. Define co = alaz . . . ,  where 

Ok+ 1 = ~ O'k 

O'k+ 1 

i f  a ;+i  = 6, 

if  O'~+ 1 ~;~ 6, 

For k = 1, 2, . . . ,  let a k = (u k, vk, Yk, Zk). Note that from the definition of  6 ' ( - ,  ") it 
follows that o~' fi L ( G ' )  ¢* co E L ( G ) .  Now define s( . )  = (u(°), v(°), y(*), z(°)) by the 

following equations for k = 1, 2, . . .  : 

u ( t )  = u~, 

y ( t )  = y~, 

v(t) = ~ik+l 

z(t) = (ik*~ 

to + k - 1 < t < to + k,  

t o + k +  1 <- t < t o + k ,  

t =  to + k,  

otherwise, 

t = t o + k, 

otherwise. 

u(t) = u, y(t)  = g(xo, u), v(t) = z(t)  = 7, to <- t < to + 1, 

which trivially satisfy the equations of E for the time interval to -< t < to + 1. 

Note that Pr(s( .))  = c0'. We show that the functions (u( ' ) ,  v(.)),  (y( ' ) ,  z ( ' ) ) ,  and x(*) con- 

structed by using the procedure described above solve the equations of Z. This claim is 
established by induction over the discontinuity points of  x(*). 

Base  Case: For  to -< t < to + 1, we must  have x( t )  = xl  = xo, and if  (xo, u) E 6(qo, a), 
then o must be of the form (u, rl, g(xo, u), rl), which results in 
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Induction Hypothesis: Let the functions (u(°), v(°)), 0'(*), z(°)), and x(°) created by using 
the procedure described above solve the equations of  ~ for the time interval to -< t < to + n. 

Induction Step: We assume the induction hypothesis is true for n _ 1. Then x((to + n) -  ) 
= x n a n d x ( t )  = Xn+lfor to + n _< t < to + n + 1. Let 

u(t) = u, y(t) = y, to + n <__ t < to + n + 1, 

V(to + n) = v, z(to + n) = z, 

v ( t )  = z ( t )  = t o + n < t < t o + n + 1. 

From the procedure used to define x(e) and s(,), we know that 

(X~+l, u) ~ 6((xn, u((to + n ) - ) ) ,  (u, v, y, z)) i f n  < ]c0'l, 

x~+l = xn i f n  -> tw'l 

x,+l ~ f ( x , ,  u((to + n ) - ) ,  v) 

(note tha tv  = z = ~7, u = u((to + n ) - ) i f n  >_ lco'[) 

Y = g(xn+b u), 

Z = h(xn, xn~ 1, v) 

(u('),  v(°)), 0'(*), z( ')) ,  and x(°)) solve the equations o f  E fbr the time interval 
to < t < to + n + 1. 

Hence L(G')  c_ Ls. 
To prove G '  accepts all strings in L s, for co E Ls choose s(-) = (u(°), v(°), y(°), z(°)) 

E Pr-1(co) and let x(*) be any state trajectory such that (u(°), v(.)), (y(*), z(°)), and x(°) 
satisfy the finite sta~ realization r~. Then the sequence of state values in the trajectory x(*) 
along with the values of the condition input signal u(*) at the discontinuity points for x(,) 
correspond to a state sequence in G '  that necessarily accepts co. Therefore L(G') = L s. 
Hence the theorem. []  

It is our conjecture that the converse of Theorem 4.2 is true. That is, given a C/E system 
S with a discrete state realization such that Ls is regular, then there exists a finite discrete 
state realization for S. The proof of this conjecture is a future research issue. From Theorem 
4.2 and property P2, we have the following property of the adherence or limit of the C/E 
language for C/E systems that have finite state realizations. 

COROLLARY 4.1. If  S is a C/E system with a finite discrete state realization, the (Ls/.) ~ 

Zs/o). 
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5. Equivalent C/E Systems 

It is often of practical interest to determine whether to C/E models M,,  Mz  characterize 
the same system, i.e., to determine if S~, = SM~. In this section we show that determining 
C/E system equivalence is always possible when M, and M2 are finite discrete state models. 
We first note by the following theorem that it is sufficient to establish the equivaience of 
the C/E languages for C/E systems defined by two discrete state models. 

THEOREM 5.1. Given two discrete state models, ~,, E2, Sz, = Sz~ if and only i fLs z  ' = LsE ~. 

Proo f  This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 since for any C/E system S with a state 

realization ~, (y(.), z(')) ~ S(u( ' ) ,  v( . ) )  iff (u(.), v(.), y(*), z(')) ~ pr-I(Ls). • 

T~EOREM 5.2. Given two finite discrete state C/E models, E,, r,2, the equivalence of S~, 
and S~2 is decidable. 

Proof  By Theorem 5.1 the equivalence of Sz, and S~2 is decidable if and only if the equiva- 
lence of the C/E languages Ls~ ' and Lsz ~ is decidable. By Theorem 4.2, since r~l and ~2 
are finite discrete state models, there exist finite automata G,, G2 such that G i is a gener- 
ator for L i = Lsz i, i = 1, 2. This implies the languages L / are regular languages, respec- 
tively. Since the equivalence of two regular languages is decidable [Lewis and Papadimitriou 
1981], and from property P3 in Section 4 we know that establishing equivalence of L / is 
sufficient to prove the equivalence of L 1 and L 2, we have that the equivalence of the two 
languages L i = L~U L/, i = 1, 2, is decidable. • 

Theorem 5.2 provides a basis for defining and establishing equivalence between different 
models of the same C/E system. The problem of deciding the equivalence of the languages 
of two nondeterministic finite state automata is PSPACE-complete  [Garey and Johnson 1979, 
p. 265]. If the two automata are deterministic [Lewis and Papadimitriou 1981], then there 
exists a polynomial time algorithm that decides the equivalence of the languages represented 
by the automata. From this we can infer that the equivalence of deterministic C/E systems 
is decidable in polynomial time, otherwise the equivalence problem of C/E systems is 
PSPACE-complete. 

6. Interconnected C/E Systems 

One of the primary motivations for introducing discrete event systems with an explicit input- 
output signal structure is to permit clear, consistent definitions of interconnected systems. 
In this section we consider the two fundamental interconnections for block diagram repre- 
sentations of systems: the cascade and feedback  interconnections. The objective is to define 
a discrete state realization for the overall system, given state realizations of the subsystems 
and a natural definition of the signal flow between subsystems. 
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61. Cascade Systems 

Consider two C/E systems S~, $2 with discrete state realizations El, E2, respectively. In 
general, the cascade interconnection of system S~ followed by $2 requires a condition con- 
nection mapping C: Y1 ~ Uz and an event connection mapping E: Z~ ~ I12. The resulting 
cascade C/E system, represented by the notation Ss~(c ,e)-%,  is illustrated in Figure 7. 
Without loss of generality, the mappings C and E can be absorbed into the output functions 
g~ and hi, respectively, for the discrete state realization ~1 for C/E system S1, and it can 
be assumed that Y~ = Uz and Z~ = V2. The resulting cascade system, denoted by Ss_ %,  
is illustrated in Figure 8. 

The system Ss<s~: C(UI, to) x E(Vb to) --" 2 C(Y2't°)xe(Z2"t°) is given by the compositions 
of $1 and S:. In particular, if (v2('), z2(')) E Ss_%(u~(°), v~(o)), then there are correspond- 
ing state trajectories x l ( ' )  and x2(°) satisfying the equations 

x,(t) e f~.(xl(c-), Ul(t-), v,(t)), 

Xz(t) e f2(x2(t-),  gl(x,(t  ), Ul(t-)) ,  h,(Xl(t ), x~(t), v~(t))), 

yz(t) = g2(xz(t), g~(x~(t), u~(t))), 

z2(t) = h2(x2(t-), xz(t), h , (x l ( t - ) ,  xl(t),  vl(t))), 

where the intermediate signals YI( ' )  = UZ(=), Zl(*) ---- V2(°) have been eliminated. 
Introducing the state space X = X~ × Xz with initial state Xo = (Xlo, x:.), we can define 

output functions g: X x U1 ~ Y2 and h: X x X x V~ + -~ Z2 tbr a discrete state realiza- 
tion of the system Ssl-% as 

, y( t )  u( t )  [__~ 
u~ Systernl ~ SY stem2 ¼ 
v( t )  ' " z( t )  1 1 2 2 

Figure 7 Cascade interconnection of two C/E systems. 

v( t )  z( t )  = v( t )  z( t )  
1 1 2 2 

Figure 8. Simplified cascade interconnection of two C/E systems. 
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g(x, ul) = gz(xz, g~(x~, uO) f o r x  = (x~,xz) ~ X ,  Ul ~ U1 

and 

h(x, x ' ,  121) ~--" h2(x2, x~, hl(xi, x;, vO) for x, x '  E X and vl E I/'1. 

The state transition function f (o ,  °, °) cannot be defined as easily for Ss,~s~, however, 
because of the dependence of the event function argument in f2 on transitions in the state 
variable x~ (due to the input of Za into $2). To obtain a discrete state realizaion ~ = (X, x0, 
f, g, h) such that S~ = Ss~s~, we define 

f (x, u,, v,) = {x' = (x;, x~) E X lx; ~ f i(xl ,  u~, v~) andx~ E f2(x2, g~(xl, ul), h~(Xl, x;, v0)}. 

Note that this definition o f f ( * ,  *, *) only permits transitions in the second component 
of the state in Xz which are consistent with transitions in the first component of the state 
in X~ which generate forcing events for $2 via v2(t) = zl(t) = h~(Xl(t-), vl(t)). Using the 
above definitions we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6.1. Given two systems S~, $2, with discrete state realizations El, Z2, and the 
cascade system Ss,-~s~, then the C/E system for the state realization E = (X, Xo, f, g, h) 
defined above is equivalent to Ss,~s~; i.e., S~(*) = Ss_,s~(*). 

Proof Let s(°) = (ul(°), v l ( ' ) ,  y2(°), z2(*)) and (ut(°), vl(°)), (_y2(°), z2(°)), and x(°) solve 
the equations of  ~. Then we have Vt ~ [to, ~ ) ,  

x(t) ~ f ( x ( t - ) ,  u , ( t - ) ,  Vl(t)) , 

y2(t) = g(x(t), ul(t)), 

Z2(t) = h(x(t-) ,  x(t), v(O). 

And since X = );1 X X2, and Xo = (Xlo, x%), and from the definitions of the g ( ' ,  "), and 
h(*, *, *), we have ¥t ( [to, oo), 

x~(t) ~ f~(x,(t- ), u~(t-), v~(t)), 

Xz(t) ~ fz(Xz(t-), gl(xl( t-) ,  ua(t-)), hl(x,( t-) ,  xl(t), vl(t))), 

yz(t) = gz(xz(t), gl(xl(t), ul(t))), 

Z2(t) = h2(x2(t-), xz(t), hl(xl( t-) ,  xl(t), vl(t))). 

To show that (Yz('), z2 °) ~ Ss,-+s~(Ul(°), v1(')), we have to show that there exists a 
yl(°) = uz(o) and a zl(*) = v2(°) such that (yl(o), Zl(°)) E Sl(Ul(°), vl(°)) and (yz(o), z2(°)) E 
$2(y2('), v2(°)). By defining y~(') = us( ')  = gl(x~(t), u~(t)) and Zl(°) = v2(') = h~(xl(t-), 
x1(t), vl(t)), and using the above equations we can show that (yl(°), z~(°)) E S~(u~(°), Vl(°))) 
and (y2(°), z2(°)) E Sz(u2(o), vz(°)). Hence S~(°) c Ss1~s2(°). 
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The reverse inclusion is true by the definition of the f(*,  o, .), g(o, .),  and h(*, °, -) 
functions. Hence S~(°) = Ss_%(*). [] 

We note that the definition of cascade C/E systems easily and intuitively models the sim- 
ple notion of forced state transitions in composite systems. Forced transitions have been 
considered using formal language models by Golaszewski and Ramadge [1987], and using 
trace-theoretic models by Inan [1989] and Heymann [1990]. The difference in our approach 
is that the input-output model provides a continuous-time signal-based representation of 
situations in which state transitions (events) in one system (SO are independent of state 
transitions in another system (Sz), but state transitions in the second system may be contin- 
gent on events in the first system. Heymann has modeled such behaviors using the concept 
of prioritized events. 

6,2. Feedback Systems 

Without loss of genel~dity we consider the simple feedback structure shown in Figure 9 
where we assume the input and output sets are the same for the C/E system S in the feed- 
back loop, that is, U = Y and V = Z. In general, such equivalence can be achieved with 
an appropriate pair of mappings from Y to U and Z to V, respectively. These mappings 
can simply be absorbed into the definitions of the output functions g and h in a discrete 
state realization for S. Furthermore, if a second C/E system is included in the feedback 
path, the structure of Figure 9 can be obtained by simply applying the results for cascade 
systems from the previous section to obtain a discrete state realization for a single C/E 
system in the feedback loop. Thus, the C/E feedback system accommodates both feedback 
structures introduced by Ramadge and Wonham (Figures 4 and 5). 

Given a discrete state realization E for S, the feedback system resulting when U = Yand 
V = Z is the set of output signals (y(*), z(*)) E C(Y, to) x E(Z, to) for which there exists 
an associated state trajectory x(*) ~ C(X, to) such that the fbllowing equations are satisfied: 

x(t) E f (x( t - ) ,  y(t-),  Z(t)), X(to) = Xo, 

F_t 
C/E System 

, I y(t) 

I - - ~  ---~.- z(t) 

Figure 9. A feedback connection on a C/E system. 
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y(t) = g(x(t),  y(t)),  

z(t) = h (x ( t - ) ,  x( t) ,  z(t)).  

Letting ~F denote the above equations, S~F c_ C(Y, to) x E(Z ,  to) denotes the set of out- 
put signals (y( ') ,  z( ' ))  for which there exists a corresponding state trajectory x(.) 6 C(x, to) 
such that (y( ' ) ,  z(*)) and x( ' )  satisfy the equations EF- A feedback connection on a C/E 
system identifies the subset of the ouptut signals for the open-loop C/E system that can 
be generated autonomously under feedback. Thus, if S~v is nonempty, ZF is a C/E model 
for a C/E system with a 0-ary input-output mapping. For Sr.e to be nonempty, it is neces- 
sary that the output signals satisfy the equations resulting from the output functions. In 
particular, it is necessary that the initial value of the output condition signal y(to) satisfies 
the equation y(to) = g(xo, y(to)). When there is a direct feedthrough of the input condition 
signal, it is possible this equation is not satisfied by any y(to). (A similar problem does 
not arise with the event output signal at to, because z(to) = ~/by definition, in which case 
the output equation for the event signal is automatically satisfied at to.) Thus, the initial 
value of the condition output condition signal essentially becomes part of  the initial condi- 
tion specification for the autonomous system defined by EF. Given the initial state x0 for 
a discrete state realization ~ for the open-loop system S, we define the set of admissible 
values for y(to) as Yo(xo) = {y E Y lY = g(xo, y)}. I f  Yo(xo) is empty, there are not solutions 
to the feedback system equations gF, and the set of  output signals, Sep, is empty. More- 
over, SGF , is empty if y(to ¢~ Yo(xo). Consequently, in the remainder of this section, we 
assume that Y0(xo) is nonempty and y(to) ~ Yo(xo). 

With this assumption for y(to), we define the discrete state model E '  = (X', f ' ,  g ', h', x~) 
for S=F as follows. X '  = X × Y x Z +, and xd = (Xo, y(to), rl). Letting x~, xd ~ X '  be 
arbitrary states with x/  = (xi, Yi, zi) ~ X x Y x Z +, for i = 1, 2, the output functions 
g ' :  X '  --+ Y and h' :  X '  x X '  ~ Z + are defined by 

g '(x0 ± Yl 

and 

; Z 2  if Z2 ;~ Zi, 
h '(x~, x~) 

otherwise. 

Finally, we define the state transition; function f ' :  X '  --' 2 x' as 

[ r(x;) 
f ' ( x ; )  = { {x~'} 

t.. {x;, (xl, y , ,  7)} 

if zl = r/ and r (x ; )  ;~ 0, 
if zl = ~ and Y(x;)  = O, 
if zl ~ ~7, 

where F(x;) = {x~ ~ X '  ly2 = g(x2, yz), z2 = h(x,, x2, z2), and x2 ~ f ( x , ,  y,, z2)}. 
Now, £ '  is a discrete state model since f ' ( x ' )  is nonempty and h'(x', x ' )  = ~ for all 

x '  ~ X'. With these definitions we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Given a discrete state model ~ with U = Y and V = Z and an associated 
feedback model Ze, if  Yo(xo) is nonempty and y(to) E Yo(xo), then S~F is nonempty, and the 
discrete state model ~ '  defined above is a discrete state realization for the C/E system Szr; 
that is, S~, = Sz~, 

Proof If  Yo(xo) is nonempty and y(to) E Yo(xo), then SF, F is nonempty since the constant 
output signal (y(., z( ')))  -~ (y(to, ~/)) E S~F. 

Now, suppose there exists a state trajectory x'(*) E C(X', to) such that x'(to) = xg and 
(y(°), z(o)) and x'(o)) satisfy the discrete state model E '; that is, 

x'( t)  E f ' ( x ' ( t - ) ) ,  

y(t) = g'(x '( t)) ,  

z(t) = h ' ( x ' ( t - ) ,  x ' ( t )) .  

Let x: [to, w)  ~ X be the condition signal x(-) E C(X,  to) resulting from the projection 
of x ' ( t)  E X x Y x Z + onto X tor each t E [to, ~ ) .  We claim that (y(°), z(°)) and x(°) 
satisfy the C/E model EF. This follows from the following observations. 

First, the definition ofx~ guarantees that X(to) = Xo and y(to) = g(x(to, To)). The defini- 
tion o f f ' ( ° )  then guarantees that y(t) = g(x(t), y(t)) for any subsequent time t. We note 
that the definition of g ,(o) implies y(e) is equal to the condition signal resulting from the 
projection of x ' ( t )  ~ X × Y × Z + onto Y for each t E [to, co). 

Turning to the event ouptut signal, let z ' :  [to, ~ )  --' Z + be the condition signal z'(o) E 
C(Z +, to) resulting from the projection ofx(t)  E X x Y x Z + onto Z + for each t E [to, ~ ) .  
The definition of h'(*~ ") implies that z(t) ~ ~ only when z ' ( t -  ) = r/and z '(t) ¢ ~7. More- 
over, z(t) = z'(t) at the points of discontinuity for z '(°). From the definition o f f ' ( ° ) ,  this 
implies that z '(t)  = h(x( t -  ), x(t),  x ' ( t ))  whenever z ' ( t-  ) = r /and z '(t) ;e ~7. Therefore, 
z(O = h(x( t -  ), x(t),  z(t)) for all t such that z(t) ~ ~. On the other hand, suppose for some 
t, z(t) = ~/but h(x( t - ) ,  x(t) ,  rl) ~ ,1. This implies x ( t - )  ~ x(t).  From the definition of 
f ' ( ° ) ,  x(°) can be discontinuous at a time t only when z'(t) = h(x( t -  ), x(t)) and z ' ( t - )  = ~/. 
Since we are considering the case when z(t)  = ~, z '(t)  = r/, which contradicts the assump- 
tion that h(x ( t - ) ,  x(t) ,  ~l) ¢ ~. 

Finally, turning to t~e state transition equation, we have from the above discussion that 
z(0 = ~ except when z ' t - )  = ~/and z'(t) ;~ ~l, in which case z(t) = z'(t).  This fact, along 
with the definition o f f ' ( ° )  and the general property that x E f ( x ,  u, ~l), imply that x(t) E 
f ( x ( t - ) ,  y ( t - ) ,  z(t)). Therefore, (y(*), z(°)) and x(o) satisfy ~v, implying (y(°), z(o)) E S~ F, 
which in turn implies Sz, _ SZF. 

Suppose s ( ' )  = (y( ') ,  z(o)) E SZF. This implies there exists a condition signal x(o) E 
C(X, to) such that X(to) = Xo and (y(°), z(°)) and x( ' )  satisfy the equations EF, that is, 

x(t) E f ( x ( t - ) ,  y ( t - ) ,  z(t)), 

y(t) = g(x(t), y(t)),  

z(t) = h(x(t-),~ x(t) ,  z(O). 
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To show s(°) E Sz,, it is necessary to construct a condition signal (state trajectory) x'(*) E 
C(x ', to) such that x'(to) = x[~ and (x(°), x'(*)) satisfy the discrete state model r~ ,. We con- 
struct such a state trajectory as follows. Let tk = tk[z(°)], k = O, 1 . . . . .  be the points 
of discontinuity in z(*) as defined in Section 4. For each t k (when it is defined) choose 
ek > 0 such that y(°) and x(*) are constant on the interval [t b t k + ek]. (Such ek exist 
since y(°) and x(*) are condition signals.) Define the condition signal z'(*) E C(Z +, to) as 

f z(tk), tk <- t < tk + ~k, 
z'(t)  

L otherwise. 

We claim the condition signal x':  [to, oo) ~ X'  defined at each t E [to, co) by x'(t) = (x(t), 
y(t), z'(t)) is one of the desired state trajectories. This is easily verified from the definitions 
of x~, f ' ( ° ) ,  g '(°), and h'(°, °). Therefore, s(°) ~ Sz,, which in turn implies S~, F (:7. ST,  
proving the theorem. [] 

To illustrate the feedback connection and its discrete state realization, consider the iden- 
tity system defined by the input/output equations y(t) = u(t) and z(t) = v(t). Connecting 
the outputs to inputs for this system yields a feedback system characterized by the trivial 
equations y(t) = y(t) and z(t) = z(t). Thus, the feedback system is simply all possible out- 
put signals, C(Y, to) x E(Z,  to). A discrete state realization ~ '  = (X', f ' ,  g', h', xd) for 
this system is defined by the functionsf', g', h '  given above for by state set X'  = Y × Z +, 
the initial x~ = (y(to), '1). The state set X is not involved in this case since the open-loop 
system has no dynamics. Note, however, that the discrete state realization of the feedback 
system does have dynamics; the state transitions are required to generate the event ouptut 
signal z(o) from the autonomous system. 

7. Discussion 

Condition/event (C/E) systems introduced in this paper provide a framework for modeling 
and analyzing interconnected discrete event systems where both event and condition signals 
are present. In applications, event signal can represent interrupts and other system events 
which have an effect only at the instant they occur. Event signals can force state transitions 
or be fed through a system and cause event outputs without forcing an internal state transi- 
tion. Condition signals are piecewise constant signals representing, for example, states of 
discrete devices, Transitions in the condition input signal cannot force internal state transi- 
tions, but the value of the condition input signal may determine the set of state transitions 
that can occur. As illustrated in the introduction, condition and event signals have arisen 
in the discrete event systems literature to represent feedback control structures. 

The results in this paper are summarized as follows. Given a C/E system defined as a 
mapping of input C/E signals into sets of output C/E signals, properties such as causality 
and time-change invariance can be defined in the usual manner. The nonforcing nature 
of condition input signals is characterized by a C/E system property called spontaneity. 
Discrete-state models for C/E systems are a class of C/E models which define the admissible 
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input-output signals for the C/E system in terms of a (nondeterministic) state transition 
function and output functions for condition and event output signals. C/E systems with 
discrete state realizations are necessarily causal, time-change invariant, and spontaneous. 

We define the C/E language for a C/E system as a discrete representation of the input- 
output behavior that characterizes all possible orderings of condition transitions and events 
in the input and output signals. For C/E systems with discrete state realizations, it is shown 
that a finite discrete state realization exists only if there is a finite state generator for the 
associated C/E language. This provides the basis for determining the equivalence of C/E 
systems resulting from different models. Finally, we show how discrete state realizations 
can be obtained for interconnected C/E systems in cascade and feedback configurations. 

There are several directions for future research in C/E systems. Standard system-theoretic 
issues to be addressed include the definition and existence of minimal discrete state realiza- 
tions, canonical forms, and suitable definitions of observability and controllability. The 
C/E systems framework admits the possibility for formulating and solving a larger class 
of feedback control problems that has been considered previously in the DEDS literature. 

C/E systems also provide a framework for extending results developed using other model- 
ing formalisms such as formal languages, trace theory, Petri nets, and finite state machines, 
to include explicit input-output signaling. The results in the present paper establish rela- 
tionships between continuous-time system trajectories, which are studied in performance 
analysis, and discrete event traces, which characterize qualitative properties of the system 
behavior. Theorem 5.1 provides the basis for developing computational methods for deter- 
mining the equivalence of models developed using different formalisms. Since condition 
and event signals correspond to physical signals in applications, it is hoped that methods 
for C/E systems analysis and synthesis could ultimately provide the much needed link be- 
tween theory and practice in the field of discrete event control. 
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Notes 

1, Our use of the term condition/event systems is not related to the condition/event systems defined by Reisig 
[1982] as a class of Petri nets, 

2. The example in figure 2 is a simplification of a portion of the van body conveyor system at the General Motors 
Truck and Assembly Plant in Baltimore, MD, described in Krogh [1987]. 
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